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Abstract: In today’s world large amount of data is generated in every field and banking industry is one of them. This data contains valuable information. Hence, it is very important to store, process, manage and analyze this data to extract knowledge from it. It helps to increase business profit. Banking industry plays very important role in economy of country. Customers are the main asset of the bank. Hence it is necessary to focus on problems faced by the banks. Frauds occurring now a days in banking sector are increasing a lot due to integration mobile banking and digital wallets. Fraud detection is not the only solution to tackle such problem, but it will surely help banks to keep track of fraudulent transactions and take necessary actions on them. Banks do have tremendous amount of sensitive data which cannot be shared with unauthorized person hence data security in this case plays a big role while extracting a specific knowledge from it. Here, we are working on customers and companies involved in transactions. Matching (checksum) the balance of transactions made and flag the m as fraudulent if any. In this work, fuzzy logic algorithm is implemented for search purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, financial fraud, including credit card fraud, corporate fraud and money laundering, has attracted a great deal of concern and attention. The Oxford English Dictionary defines fraud as “wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain.” Phua describes fraud as leading to the abuse of a profit organization's system without necessarily leading to direct legal consequences. Although there is no universally accepted definition of financial fraud, Wang define it as “a deliberate act that is contrary to law, rule, or policy with intent to obtain unauthorized financial benefit.” The Banking industry generates a massive volume of data every day. It contains customer account information, transaction information, all financial data etc. Data analytics can be used to analyze large volume data to extract meaningful information from it. It helps to uncover hidden information, hidden patterns and to discover knowledge from the large volume data. Banks statement analysis facing various challenges like customer’s and companies’ involvement, fraud detection, categorization of transaction type and report generation. It needs to focus on these challenges to increase business profit. Customer identification is effective method for the growth of the banks. In the banking sector churn and fraud becomes major problem today so it is important to identify customer’s behavior and retain them. To retain customers first it is necessary to identify which customers are active and inactive. Fraud detection is difficult because it usually involves class imbalanced data, since there are significantly fewer fraudulent transactions. We will be applying different oversampling and under sampling methods to deal with the imbalanced nature of the data. Subsequently, different machine learning algorithms are tested on both imbalanced dataset and different versions of the balanced data.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This paper presents different technologies used to build this project. Fraud is one of the fast-growing issues in today’s world especially when it is considered in the context of money. It has become a billion-dollar business and will keep on increasing every year. Column Heading Matcher and Instance Matcher are employed to enhance the matching accuracy. A set of experiments are applied to real-world web tables and the results demonstrate that method has higher precision and accuracy [1]. There are many other applications other than fraud detection that have to deal with imbalanced nature of the data. This is one of the major issues faced in the field of machine learning that how to deal with imbalanced data [2]. Handling data at backend is necessary to keep track of changes made to the data. Database is used to store a huge amount of data. Only data storage will not work in this case. Database connectivity is important to handle this kind of data. Different languages which support database connectivity are given in this paper [3].
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### III. ALGORITHMS:

1. **Decision Tree:**
   - A decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like model of decisions and their possible consequences, including chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility. It is one way to display an algorithm that only contains conditional control statements. Diagram represents the exact working of a decision tree. In our project decision tree will play a role to segregate fraud transaction detection.
   - **STEP 1:** Import the .csv file to be analyzed using decision tree.
   - **STEP 2:** Once the file is imported, calculate either Information Gain or Entropy of different attributes in table.
   - **STEP 3:** Now split the data depending on the attribute with lowest entropy or highest information gain.
   - **STEP 4:** Repeat step 2 unless the last attribute is used for splitting dataset.
   - **STEP 5:** Once all steps are followed then you will get output of attributes which affect more on the main output.

2. **Support Vector Machine (SVM):**
   - A support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning model that uses classification algorithms for two-group classification problems. After giving an SVM model sets of labeled training data for either of two categories, they’re able to categorize new examples. Similarly, if we train our model with fraudulent transaction then it can categorize fraud transactions.
   - **STEP 1:** Select any classification algorithm that you want to use for classifying the output.
   - **STEP 2:** After selecting a precise classifying algorithm follow the steps to achieve classification of output depending on the selected algorithm.
   - **STEP 3:** Working of initial part of every algorithm is different than other hence keep in mind to follow proper initial steps of algorithm that you select.
3. Naïve Bayes:

Naïve Bayes methods are a set of supervised learning algorithms based on applying Bayes’ theorem with the “naïve” assumption of conditional independence between every pair of features given the value of the class variable. In this project Naïve Bayes can help us find probable fraud transactions depending on the previous results of that particular customer.

- **STEP 1:** Import the .csv file to be analyzed using Naïve Bayes algorithm.
- **STEP 2:** Once the file is imported next step comes in picture for calculating the Conditional Probability of the given record. This probability tells you about what percent does it belong to output class. This is known as Maximum A Posteriori (MAP).
- **STEP 3:** After calculating MAP for all attributes, the attribute with maximum probability wins and is considered as most likely class for output classification.
- **STEP 4:** Output is then predicted using the most likely class.

IV. TECHNOLOGY STACK:

1. **Django Web Framework:**

Django is an extremely popular and fully featured server-side web framework, written in Python. This module shows you why Django is one of the most popular web server frameworks, how to set up a development environment, and how to start using it to create your own web applications. It is a "batteries-included" philosophy. The principle behind batteries-included is that the common functionality for building web applications should come with the framework instead of as separate libraries.

2. **SQLite:**

SQLite is a relational database management system contained in a C library. In contrast to many other database management systems, SQLite is not a client-server database engine.[13] Rather, it is embedded into the end program. The lite in SQLite means light weight in terms of setup, database administration, and required resource. SQLite is a self-contained, serverless, zero-configuration, transactional. SQLite database is integrated with the application that accesses the database. The applications interact with the SQLite database read and write directly from the database files stored on disk.[16]

3. **Python:**

Python is a general-purpose, interpreted, interactive, object-oriented, and high-level programming language. Python is designed to be highly readable. It uses English keywords frequently whereas other languages use punctuation, and it has fewer syntactical constructions than other languages. This project is completely programmed in python including database connectivity. Database connectivity in python is easier than any other languages in computer field. Python based Django framework helped in handling front-end of the project and SQLite is used for backend handling.

V. DATABASE CONNECTIVITY:

1. **Database Connectivity in Java** –

Java is an object-oriented programming language that offers a robust, secure and portable environment. It is unique in the sense that it is platform independent i.e. its programs can run in various platforms such as Linux, Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, etc.[14] Compared to other high level, fully interpreted scripting languages, Java is one of the best in terms of performance. Moreover, it is a dynamic language that fully supports multi-threading. Multiple relational databases over the web can be retrieved by its database connectivity interface.[15] Fig. shows the integration of web server and database server.

2. **Database Connectivity in Python** –

   a. Download and install MySQL Python connector. It is available in various platforms like Mac OS, Microsoft Windows etc. MySQL Python connector which is a standardized database driver provided by MySQL needed to access MySQL database from Python.[14]

   b. Go to the python GUI that comes installed with Python called IDLE. From there type the following command:-

   ```python
   import mysql.connector
   ```

   c. Establish connection with some existing MySQL database:

   ```python
   import mysql.connector
   conn = mysql.connector.connect(user='root', password='123', host='localhost', database='family')
   ```

   Your database will be connected to the project once you complete all the steps mentioned above.
3. Database Connectivity in PHP –

PHP is an important language in the software development market. PHP is at the forefront of Web2.0 and Service Oriented Architectures supports technologies along with other open source projects MYSQL and Apache [12]. For many people, the foremost reason why they acquire knowledge about a scripting language like PHP is of the interaction with database it can offer. In this, I will show you how to use PHP to connect with MYSQL database. PHP is endorsed not only by its large open source community in the IT market such as IBM, Oracle and Microsoft. This paper provides instructions for connectivity to MYSQL database using PHP.[12]

VI. Result –

i. Expected Outcome:

- Develop a machine learning model to filter out fraudulent transactions.
- Use necessary tools and libraries to secure transaction data.
- Get accurate prediction of fraud transactions using trained machine learning model.

ii. Output Screenshots:

- Selection of columns from excel-
- Mapping of unrecognized columns with columns of system default table-
- Import entire data from external table to system table-
- Checksum the balance of transactions made and inform if fraud occurs-

VII. Discussion –

Outcome of this project is achieved when analysis of transactions is done, and final checksum gives output of fraud transaction. Project is capable of handling and detecting duplicate transactions which further lead to mistakes in calculating balance. Furthermore, project even tells us about a fishy transaction for example if you suddenly withdraw a huge amount when you generally withdraw a less amount in a month.

VIII. Conclusion –

Developing a software application that can be used to analyze the complex bank statement and help the user for an easy retrieval of data with graphical representation and report generation. Moreover, user can even check how much more he spent last month and how much he could save. Fishy transactions can catch user’s attention to take necessary actions through this project. Accepting data through any format which can be in PDF or any other. Fraud Detection can be implemented as future scope and retrieval of bank data using IFSC codes.
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